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Abstract
The National Council of Scientific Research in Higher Education, created in 1994 as a component of the Romanian educational reform, has the aim to ensure development and consolidation of the scientific research in higher education. Since 1995, an annual grant competition is opened and the research projects are received and analyzed. The eligible projects enter in evaluation process and according with the obtained score, a number of projects receive funds. The purpose of our research was to identify and analyse the research policy in higher education between 1995 and 2004. The allocation of the research funds according with institutions and their geographical clusterization, project type and research field were analyzed. All research projects financed by the National Council of Scientific Research in Higher Education between 1995 and 2004 were included into analysis (a total number of eleven thousand seven hundred and eighty five projects). The following variables were collected and stored for each project: the project type, the commission where the project was evaluated, the title of the project, the institution or university name, the number of points obtained after evaluation, and the value of the funding expressed as USD. The data were summarized and statistical analyzed. The averages of the funds according with the commission, year, university or institution, and domain were compared at a significance level of 5%. According with the obtained results the research funding policy between 1995 and 2004 was discussed.
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Introduction
The policy of research is relates with the long term scheduling of research objectives. Policy of research is made at continental level (such as European Union - EU), national level, regional level, and institutional level.

The European Union research policy refers the development of a program for research, and creating of research policy, operational tools at continental level (ERA-AGE project, see Geyer, 2005), EDICT-European Demonstration of Innovative City Transport - see Tegner, 2005). According with these objectives, on April 6, 2006, the European Commission adopted a proposal for a new EU research program. The program for the first time scheduled the criteria of a European Research Council, with the objective of support for the best in European investigator-driven research (EURAB WG4, 2003).

At national level, the governmental agencies are responsible for implementing of national policy of research. Well known is NSF - National Science Foundation (Goth, 2005 and NSF, 2006) - the U.S. most important governmental agency for implementing the U.S. national policy of research. According with national funding research policies different kind of funding models were used and analyzed: United Kingdom (Chartterji and Seaman, 2007), Sub-Saharan Africa (Temu, 2006), Germany (Hornbostel, 2001), Finland (Ebersberger, 2005), Australia (Prem, 2005), Norway (Nelson, 2005), etc.
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international level, some researches were conducted in order to compare the research activity and funding on different continents and research fields (Man, 2004 and Philipson, 2005).

In Romania, at least three institutions that act at national level can be listed: the National Authority for Scientific Research (ANCS - since August 2005 - see NASR, 2006), the National University Research Council (CNCSIS - since 1995 - see NURC, 2006), and the Romanian Academy (AR - since 1866, see RA, 2006).

The present study is based on published data by NURC (the main agency for research funding in higher education institutions) related to funding of research through projects during the 1995-2004 years (ten years).

Starting from the hypothesis, that knowledge can be learn from history of funding research, the present study was conducted in order to understand and exposed the research management policy at national level, from 1995 to 2004.

**Methodology**

**Material**

A series of data files published by NURC were downloaded and processed in order to be included in the research. The web repository of NURC contains links to previous years (at date of writing contains data from 1995 to 2004): [http://www.cncsis.ro/arhiva.php](http://www.cncsis.ro/arhiva.php) and an uplink contains the rest of data ([http://www.cncsis.ro/granturi.php](http://www.cncsis.ro/granturi.php)).

A huge file containing all data were prepared and deposited onto a server in order to be queried (the text file had over 2 Mb) and included the following variables: year of funding, project type (A – scientific research projects, AT – scientific research projects for young doctors, BD – scientific research bursary for PhD students, E – projects for laboratory equipments, TD – research projects for young PhD students), commission code responsible for proposes evaluation (from 1 to 7, splitting the research fields into major areas), amount of funding (USD, at currency change rate of the given year), organization (usually, but not only, an university), project code, the name of the manager, and the title of the project.

The data presented in table 1 was used to convert national currency to USD (from Romanian National Bank archives).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROL/USD</td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>3083</td>
<td>7168</td>
<td>8876</td>
<td>15333</td>
<td>21693</td>
<td>29061</td>
<td>33056</td>
<td>33200</td>
<td>32637</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conversion to USD was necessary, in order to perform an objective analysis related to funding amount, because there was a large variation of the exchange rate during this period (over 900%).

**Analysis Method**

Specific statistics methods were used in order to find relevant aspects of research management policy at national level. Two-steps cluster analysis technique had been applied in order to find similarities of research funds according with cities. This method has been chose because has specific feature: automatic selection of the best number of clusters, and ability to create cluster models simultaneously based on categorical and continuous variables. The data were analyzed and summarized using SPSS 12.0 software. Graphical representations were performed using Microsoft Excel software.

**Findings**

**Descriptive statistics**

- Total amount of funds invested by NURC into higher education institutions between 1995 and 2004 periods: 23,230,057 USD (about 23 mil. USD);
- Averaged by year amount of funds: about 2 mil. USD;
- The worst year: 2000 (about 1.27 mil. USD);
- The best year: 2004 (about 5.55 mil. USD);
- The bottom two number of funded projects by type: 8 (BD projects - research bursary for young PhD students; introduced since 2004), 61 (E - project for laboratory equipments, since 2002);
- The top two number of funded projects by type: 9926 (A – scientific research projects), 1318 (AT - scientific research projects for young doctors, since 2000);
- The top two number of funded projects by commission: 4580 (commission 2 - Engineering Sciences), 2359 (commission number 1 – Mathematic and Nature Sciences);
The bottom two number of funded projects by commission: 29 (commission 7 - Arts and Architecture, introduced in 2004), and 257 (commission number 6 - Medical Sciences);

The biggest amount of funds of a research project: 49181 USD (year: 1995, project type: A, Commission: 6 - Medical Sciences, Beneficiary institution: “Iuliu Hațieganu” University Medicine and Pharmacy Cluj-Napoca, project no. 24);

The lowest amount of funds of a research project: 2 USD (year: 1999, project type: A, Commission: 1, Beneficiary institution: Bucharest University, project no. 238. Note that also are listed as funded a number of eleven projects with 0 USD (2 in 1995, 1 in 1998, 8 in 2004); the reason of listing remains unknown for us.

More descriptive statistics

Top three cities by total funding: Bucharest (8.8 mil. USD), Cluj-Napoca (5.3 mil. USD), Iași (3.9 mil. USD); Bottom three cities by total funding: Bujorul (904 USD), Baneasa and Vidra (both with 888 USD).

Top three cities by total funding reported to the number of funded projects: Alba-Iulia (3018 USD/project), Targu-Mures (2659 USD/project), Targoviste (2287 USD/project); Bottom three cities by same criteria: Lovrin (492 USD/project), Băneasa and Vidra (both with 444 USD/project).

Top three cities by total funding reported to the number of funded institutions: Cluj-Napoca (313812 USD/institution), Iasi (278821 USD/institution), Brasov (275416 USD/institution); Bottom three cities by total funding reported to the number of funded institutions: Bujorul (904 USD), Băneasa and Vidra (both with 888 USD).

Top three cities by number of funded projects reported to the number of funded institutions: Brasov (171 projects/institution), Cluj-Napoca (161 projects/institution), Iasi (146 projects/institution); Bottom three cities by number of funded projects reported to the number of funded institutions: Fundeni, Murfatlar and Bujorul (all with 1 project/institution).

Time series

By taking into consideration the results from “More Descriptive Statistics” section, it is interesting to observe the evolution of funding for tops cities. There were included into the analysis the following cities: Alba-Iulia (1), Brasov (2), Bucharest (3), Cluj-Napoca (4), Iasi (5), Targoviste (6), Targu-Mures (7). In the Figure 1 are presented the total amounts of funds by year for selected cities.

Figure 1. Amounts of funds (expressed in USD) from NURC during 1995-2004 for seven selected cities
(1 = Alba-Iulia; 2 = Brasov; 3 = Bucharest; 4 = Cluj-Napoca; 5 = Iasi; 6 = Targoviste; 7 = Targu-Mures)
As can be seen from figure 1, are “visible” only three cities (3-Bucharest, 4-Cluj-Napoca, and 5-Iasi). Another indicator can show something. Because Bucharest is the Capital City, a relative indicator to Bucharest, can reveal interesting geographic distribution of funds. Figure 2 presented the relative to Bucharest funds distribution.

There can be observed from Figure 2 how big the difference from the “group of three” of others is. Another observation that could not be observed directly from figure 2 is related to standard deviation of values. The biggest standard deviation was for Cluj-Napoca (the challenger, 11%). A group of three cities had standard deviations below 1% (Alba-Iulia, Targoviste and Targu-Mures).

It is interesting to see how these data are clusterized. The table 2 contains correlations between data presented in figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There can be observed from Table 2 that a cluster formed from five cities (Alba-Iulia 1, Brasov 2, Bucharest 3, Cluj-Napoca 4, and Iasi 5).

**Cluster analysis**

The two-steps cluster analysis method has been applied on correlation coefficients between Bucharest funds and each other city and on the ratios of each city funds reported to Bucharest for each year included into the analysis. Two clusters were identified: first cluster that comprised four cities (Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Iasi and Timisoara) and second cluster that comprised twenty-nine cities (all other cities included...
The variation of the correlation coefficients according with the cluster is presented in Figure 3, and the clusterwise importance of the correlation coefficient into clustering in Figure 4.

The importance of all ratios were significant statistically just for second cluster, for first cluster being not significant.

Figure 3. Variation of correlation coefficients

Figure 4. Correlation clusterwise importance

Figure 5. The importance of the ratios per year according with cluster
Discussion
The research reached its aim: the research management policy between 1995 and 2004 in Romania has been analyzed. The research has some limitations that were not necessary dependent by the research methodology, being related with the changes from the funding foundation. First observation refers the type of projects: (a) the AT projects has been introduced since 2000, (b) the BD projects has been introduced just since 2004, (c) the E project has been introduced since 2002, has not been finding again in 2003, but has been found in 2004, (d) TD projects has been introduced since 2002. Second observation refers the commission code: the seventh commission, Arts and Architectures, has been introduce in 2004. From these points of view, a more reliable analysis of all types of projects and on all commissions could be done just at the level of year 2004, which was not the aim of our research.

Analyzing the worst year according with the funding research it can be observed that in 2000 the research funds were less than the average with a coefficient of 0.55 while in the best year (2004) the funds were increasing with a coefficient of 2.41. A reliable comparison between the numbers of projects could not be done because the type A is the single type that was found since 1995. Even if the Medical Sciences is the commission that received less funds for research projects after the Art and Architecture commission (note that this commission has been introduced since 2004), the biggest amount of funds was in 1995 gave by this commission. From this could results that at the sixth commission, the number of funding research project is less comparing with the other commissions but the amount of funds on project is bigger.

Looking at the top three cities by total funding it can be observed that all of them are university cities and opposite the bottom, three cities are not university. None of the top three cities by total funding could be found in the top three cities by the total funding reported to the number of financial supported by NURC projects, but the bottom two cities by total funding maintained their place also on the bottom two cities by total funding reported to the number of financial supported by NURC projects. Two out of top three cities by total funds (Cluj-Napoca and Iasi) are also in the top three cities by total funds reported to the number of financial supported institutions and by number of financial supported reported to the number of financial supported institutions.

Analyzing the evolution of research funding for top cities in time (see figure 1), it can be observed the most important changes were at Bucharest, the Romanian capital with highest increases since 2002 comparing with Cluj-Napoca and Iasi. These three cities followed the same pattern on research funding from 1995 until 2004. These observations are more obvious by analyzing the funds relative to Bucharest, when the distance between Cluj-Napoca and Iasi on one hand and Alba-Iulia, Brașov, Târgoviște and Târgu-Mureș on the other hand is most obvious in figure 2 comparing with figure 1. A conclusion can be depicted from these observations: at the level of funding research, it can be talk about three cities (Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, and Iasi) and the rest of the Romanian cities. This observation also results from table 2, from where another two city, Alba-Iulia (the first on top three cities by total funding reported to the number of financial supported by NURC projects) and Brașov (the third on top three cities by total funding reported to the number of financial supported by NURC institutions), can be added to the Bucharest-Cluj-Napoca-Iasi triad.

In order to identify the similarities between cities regarding the research funds received from 1995 to 2004, the two-steps cluster analysis technique was applied on the correlation coefficients between Bucharest funds and each other city funds and on the ratios of each city research funds reported to the Bucharest research funds. This method identified two clusters, one that included four cities (Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Iasi and Timisoara) and other that comprised the rest of the cities included into analysis. The correlation coefficient was the only variable that had a significant importance into clusterization (see figure 5). The differences between cities included into the analysis according with the studied variables and cluster membership is very well depicted and is obvious by analysis of figure 5.

As concluding remarks it can be say that, between 1995 and 2004, there was a pole of four Romanian university cities to which the majority of research funds were straightened, while the rest of cities received a small part of research funds. More, because the sixth commission accepted for financial support a less number of research projects comparing with the other commissions, a greater amount of money revenue to each funded project.
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